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It is a fact that children spend most of their times in school rather than at home, so the teacher student relationship is very important for children. According to Educator Justin Tarte, “Teachers who put relationships first don’t just have students for one year. But they have students who view them as their teachers for life. They will never forget the values and lessons they have learned. Teachers may transmit blended observations that will deranged the students and may cause misbehaviors if they indicate the do’s and don’t inside the room.

Teachers and pupils must be reminded that inside the classroom, the teacher model mutual respect not anxiety, gives motivation and inspiration not punishment, encourage every pupils not criticize. She should be fair and reasonable, not put down between pupils, promote shared responsibilities not sole responsibility, cooperation not competition, camaraderie, not hatred and deliver freedom and order and not dictatorship.

Creating and establishing a positive bond and relationship between teachers and pupils will hearten students to explore education and be eager to come to school everyday. Teachers should aver or uphold that they should also be treated with honor and respect and their duties and accountability to assure that learners will employ kindness with each other. Robert John Muhan says that “The most valuable resource that all teachers have is each other, Without collaboration our growth is limited to our own perspective.
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